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2If we introduce an ancilla 2-level qubit, the orthonormal
states of which we label jRi and jIi, then an equivalent















The purpose of the two-level \R-I" ancilla bit is to keep
track of Real and Imaginary parts of the amplitudes
which appear in (3). We will use the terminology that
the state (4) is the encoded form of (3). Note that the
probability of obtaining the state jji, upon a measure-
ment in the computational basis, is r
2
j
for both j i and
j 
E
i, and of course the amplitudes of j 
E
i are real.
We need to show that if an eÆcient algorithm is imple-
mented such that our standard quantum computer now
undergoes an evolution













then an eÆcient set of gates F () can be found such that
j 
E



















We begin by showing how to map arbitrary single qubit
gates from the standard to the encoded form, using only
F () gates. In the standard form an arbitrary single
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   sin 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
:
Consider the action of R
z
( ) on a single qubit state in
standard form:
































































This evolution can be achieved by performing a 2-qubit
gate F ( ), where the target qubit is the R-I ancilla. i.e.
we control on the rst qubit; in the standard encoding
this would be the qubit upon which R
z
( ) acted.
If we now consider the action of R
y
( ) on a qubit in
standard form, it is simple to see that exactly the same
evolution can be achieved in encoded form by applying
the same gate R
y
( ) to the equivalent qubit. (Use of
the R-I ancilla is not necessary; this gate does not mix
real and imaginary parts of amplitudes.) As mentioned
previously, this gate can be implemented by F ( ).
Having seen how to map the action of arbitrary sin-
gle qubit gates in a standard quantum computation to
implementations of F () on qubits in the encoded form,
it remains to be shown that we can implement the en-
coded form of a non-trivial 2-qubit gate. Generally one
chooses a controlled NOT gate, however we will use here
the gate F (=2) (which combined with arbitrary single
qubit rotations is universal for quantum computing in the
standard form). Acting on two qubits in standard form,
the gate F (=2) implements










































One can see by inspection that, applying the gate F (=2)
in standard form is equivalent to applying it to the corre-
sponding qubits in encoded form - use of the R-I ancilla
is again unnecessary.
Thus, gates of the form F () are universal for quan-
tum computing, and, since they can be eÆciently im-
plemented by a gate G = F () for an appropriately
chosen xed , we see that the gate G is universal for
quantum computing within the circuit model, although
it is clearly not universal for performing arbitrary unitary
transforms. Such considerations may be useful for prac-
tical implementations, as well as for probing the more in-
teresting questions about precisely where quantum com-
puters gain their power and to what extent the standard
complex Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechan-
ics can actually be argued as necessary as opposed to
merely suÆcient.
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